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Following Friday’s snowfall the weather will settle down again over the weekend,
with the best of any sunshine at altitude and in the northern Alps. It will feel
milder too, with freezing levels creeping up towards 3000m.
The next lot of significant snow is likely to reach the southwestern Alps on
Tuesday possibly spreading further north and east on Wednesday – though there
is a lot of uncertainty about this right now.
Temperatures will start to drop again midweek with the possibility of some
severe cold for a time. Stay tuned with our daily updates in Today in the Alps.
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Detailed snow forecast:

Austria
Saturday, Sunday and Monday will all be similar weatherwise with some mist
or fog in the low valleys but plenty of sunshine higher up. It will feel relatively
mild, especially at altitude, with freezing levels close to 3000m at the weekend,
dropping to around 2400m on Monday.
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Saturday will be mostly dry with plenty of sunshine though some cloud may
linger close to the Italian border, particularly in the south (e.g. Isola 2000)
where the odd snow flurry (1700m) cannot be ruled out. It will feel milder than
Friday, with freezing levels reaching 2600m in the northern Alps later.
Sunday and Monday will be similar to Saturday with some cloud at times in the
southern Alps and the best of any sun further north. Freezing levels will reach
2800m over the weekend before starting to drop again early next week.
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Italy
Saturday will see a few early snow flurries in the southwestern Italian Alps
(1300m) otherwise most regions will be dry with sunny spells.
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Sunday will again be mostly dry and bright with variable cloud amounts and just
the chance of the odd shower (snow 1800m) in the far western Italian Alps. It
will feel milder than of late, especially in any sunshine.
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On Monday many places will stay dry but cloud amounts are likely to increase
with the risk of a few showers (snow 18002000m) almost anywhere later.

Switzerland
Saturday and Sunday will be dry and mostly bright with some valley mist and
fog but plenty of sunshine at altitude. It will feel milder than of late with freezing
levels creeping towards 3000m.
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On Monday most areas will again be dry, but cloud amounts will increase in the
far south of the country where the odd shower (snow 1800m) cannot be ruled
out close to the Italian border.
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Outlook:
The weather models are very uncertain as to what is going to happen beyond
Monday but it is likely that a deepening Mediterranean low will bring heavy snow
to the southern (particularly southwestern) Alps which may spread further north
on Wednesday and Thursday. It will also turn colder again – perhaps very cold
for a while.
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Contact us...
Got a burning question about
weather or snow
conditions in the Alps?
Contact us and we'll do our best
to answer it...
E: info@weathertoski.co.uk
T: +44 (0)20 3151 3154
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Next detailed snow forecast will be on Monday 18 November 2013, but
see Today in the Alps for daily updates

